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after you download the file, you can stop the download or resume it later at
your own convenience. if you are having problems with your download,

pause the download temporarily so that you can resume it later. note that
media files, especially video files, can take a very long time to download.
however, it is easy to change the upload speed. on most torrent sites, you

will be able to change the upload speed, so you can maximize the
performance of the torrent client to get the best results. if you only

download at 10% of your connection speed, but you can upload at 10 times
that, you can get faster download speeds for the same price as a cable

provider. if youre looking for subtitles or for a language other than english,
always search for subtitles. torrent sites do not provide subtitles, and most

of the subtitles are very limited in quality. always check for torrent sites
that offer subtitles, like film society or the usenet . the easiest way to block
ads is to set your dns settings to google's dns (8.8.8), or another dns that

your isp doesn't own. if you're on a dialup, cable, or mobile connection, you
may have to use a vpn to set your dns settings to a public dns such as

opendns, dyndns, or google dns. most vpns will allow you to do this without
leaving the service, so your connection should remain protected. if you're

willing to deal with a few ads, try loading one of the 3rd-party websites that
we mentioned to find content you're not allowed to see in other ways.
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usually, these are torrent sites, streaming sites, community-based sites, or
sites that fall in a category we call dark web. most of these sites allow you
to go directly to the file, which doesn't require downloading many ads or

articles like the big sites do.
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at the very bottom, we have listed a list of the top 100 torrented movies in
2017 so far. this is updated at the beginning of each week. we have also

included the top torrented tv shows. the other apps in our top 100 section
include a torrent client, torrent downloader, video player, video converter,

and more. visit these sections for more on the apps you may want to
download. keep in mind, the main purpose of torrent sites and apps is to

share content, so downloading and uploading onto a torrent site can
actually be a good way to find that content or share it. if you want to

download a torrent and have it automatically downloaded and installed on
your computer so you dont have to download it manually every time you

want to download a torrent, a very popular option is bittorrent. just be
careful, to navigate easily, we grouped all the torrent sites by categories.

more can be found on reddit, however, other sites are on the rise, as well. a
good safety tip is to remain vigilant on the forums and stay informed to

avoid getting in trouble with law enforcement. this is not done in the best
interest of anyone, and you don't want to become a statistic. there are

some alternatives to subscribe to netflix if you just want to torrent. a simple
workaround is to stream netflix content through a streaming source that is
natively on another platform. these include the xbox one and playstation 4.
the biggest and most important tip is to stay vigilant and informed about

the torrent sites you are on. knowing where you are is critical to effectively
stay out of harm's way and get the most out of your time online.
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